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CSU executives outlined a contingency plan to address a potential $1 billion cut of the CSU budget May 10.

The plan comes amid California’s budget crisis and threat of drastic funding cuts to all of the state’s higher education systems. Gov. Jerry Brown and the state Legislature have already approved a $500 million cut in CSU funding which will be addressed by a drop in admissions as well as a 10 percent tuition increase for the fall quarter, CSU officials said in a press release.

Carlson plans to spend more time with his family.

“After 43 years as a faculty member I will have a greater time to spend with my wife, children and grandchildren,” said Carlson.

Carlson described how much he loves the CSUSB community and what he’ll miss about it.

“My life has been 10 years and have really grown to love the school. I have respect for the students, faculty and staff. I founded out this campus shares a lot of the same ideals that I have about education,” said Carlson.

Carlson said, “I will miss the satisfaction of helping others reach their goals. I’ve enjoyed when faculty have been honored and recognized.”

Carlson came to CSUSB from San Diego State University after serving as professor and chair of the department of Exercise and Nutritional Sciences. Carlson got his doctorate and master’s in physical education from University of Texas-Austin and his bachelor of arts in English from Trinity University. At first Carlson wasn’t interested in the position.

“As I went through the interview, I realized that the state needs a leader who has the background and understanding of education and the community,” said Carlson.

“What if:” CSU’s plans to deal with cuts

The Los Angeles Times reported that the state executives announced a $6.6 billion surge in the state funds fueled by higher wages throughout the state and an upturn in investment income of the rich. This sudden hike in state funds may seem like a turn for the better to some; however, Brown sees the possibility of it thwarting his efforts to set the state in the direction of a healthier financial future.

“California’s economy is growing, but we still face a $10 billion structural deficit and a wall of debt for years to come,” said Brown when he outlined his revised budget proposal earlier this month.

Brown warned the California legislature against simply making shifts in accounting and called for tax increases and budget cuts to get the state back on sound financial footing, the Los Angeles Times reported. The proposal called for an additional $500 million loss of state funding for the CSU, if the tax extensions that Brown is advocating for are not submitted to election.

“That would be a scorched earth budget and would inflict lasting damages to the university,” said CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed in a press release. “There will undoubtedly be severe and painful choices that we would have to make to address such a massive funding reduction,” he said.

The contingency plan of action would help prepare... Continued on Pg. 3

Dean set to retire in fall

By FERNANDO TORRES Staff Writer

CSUSB’s dean of the College of Natural Sciences is retiring after 10 years of service to the university.

Robert Carlson will retire on Aug. 1 after being involved in higher education for more than 40 years. Carlson says he is ready to embark on this new part of his life. Carlson describes what he plans to do after he leaves CSUSB.

“Nothing firm right now, I am not having a set schedule. Nothing that requires me to be anywhere at a specific time,” said Carlson.

Carlson plans to spend more time with his family.

“After 43 years as a faculty member I will have a greater time to spend with my wife, children and grandchildren,” said Carlson.

Carlson described how much he loves the CSUSB community and what he’ll miss about it.

“My life has been 10 years and have really grown to love the school. I have respect for the students, faculty and staff. I found out this campus shares a lot of the same ideals that I have about education,” said Carlson.

Carlson said, “I will miss the satisfaction of helping others reach their goals. I’ve enjoyed when faculty have been honored and recognized.”

Carlson came to CSUSB from San Diego State University after serving as professor and chair of the department of Exercise and Nutritional Sciences. Carlson got his doctorate and master’s in physical education from University of Texas-Austin and his bachelor of arts in English from Trinity University. At first Carlson wasn’t interested in the position.

“As I went through the interview, I realized that the state needs a leader who has the background and understanding of education and the community,” said Carlson.

Baca talks failed education policies

By LINDA TRAN Staff Writer

“I believe that this is the time, a time in history, and a time in our state and in our nation that we should be investing more in education than we ever had before,” said Rep. Joe Baca (D-Rialto).

On May 17, Baca hosted his yearly Education Summit at CSUSB centrally exploring closing California’s educational achievement gap, academic fulfillment of English Learners and the No Child Left Behind law.

“People will continue to come to both San Bernardino and Riverside,” said Baca.

“We must understand with the growth that there is a demand for education. That’s why we’re here today to completely look at these issues.”

Baca has served in Congress since 1999. His passion for education is evidenced by his service on the San Bernardino Community College District Board of Trustees, in the state Assembly and state Senate.

Baca assembled three panels of educators... Continued on Pg. 3
Community center to open in North SB

By OMAR GUZMAN
Staff Writer

San Bernardino will be getting a new community center and library this June.

Associated Students Incorporated (ASI) is looking for students to help select the next outstanding faculty member to receive the 2010-2011 Golden Apple Award. That student can represent the voice of the students in selecting the outstanding faculty nominee.

Since there isn’t a student presently on the committee, it is open for students to select their favorite professor. Students may get to nominate their favorite professors. Students may get to nominate their favorite professors. Students may get to nominate their favorite professors.

The nominees should be full-time instructional faculty members and serve the university for six years and are recognized for their creative production or scholarly achievements.

They should also have a record of particular distinction in teaching and also be widely noticed by students and other faculty members.

“The Golden Apple Award is to recognize outstanding educators from San Bernardino Valley College, our university, and San Bernardino County Districts,” said 2009-2010 winner director, Diane Podolsek. If students are interested in selecting their favorite faculty member, they should contact Janette Garcia at (909) 537-3320 or by her e-mail at jgygarcia@csusb.edu

Congressman Joe Baca comes back to CSUSB to close education gap

Continued from Pg. 1

When Carlson was dean of College of Natural Sciences, 75 percent of students within the college graduated in four years or less. The first computer engineering program at CSUSB was introduced under Carlson’s tenure.

“I am proud of the tangible things like the construction of buildings, but the positive memories with students, faculty and staff. The better memories are from the intangible things,” said Carlson.

Dean of College of Business and Public Administration to retire

Continued from Pg. 1

process I was acutely aware of the commitment faculty had about teaching the students. That institutional committed is what attracted me to this university,” said Carlson. Under Carlson’s tenure as dean, the university received the Biological Sciences building, constructed the Chemical Sciences building and the CSUSB observatory with no state funds.

Carlson also collaborated closely with the Presidential Scholars, a program for

Students can get to pick the apple

By MICHELE CRUZ
Staff Writer

Students may get to nominate their favorite professors. Students may get to nominate their favorite professors. Students may get to nominate their favorite professors.

The 2010 Golden Apple Award winner, Professor Mary Texeira, was nominated by her e-mail at jygvarcia@csusb.edu and said Texeira. 2009-2010 winner director, Diane Podolsek. If students are interested in selecting their favorite faculty member, they should contact Janette Garcia at (909) 537-3320 or by her e-mail at jgygarcia@csusb.edu
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area, especially because the nearest library from there is the John M. Pflau Library in CSUSB, which is around three miles away.

Kelley had lobbied in Washington D.C. three times since he set his goal and successfully acquired help from Congressmen Jerry Lewis and Joe Baca to get San Bernardino a $500,000 grant towards the community center project. Another $350,000 came from Verdemont’s city infrastructure fee tax collection, which is generally used to build homes, for a total of $850,000 for the project.

The city’s original plans were to have a 15,000-square-foot building, but it was reduced to 4,200-square-foot plan to fit budget limits.

According to Kelley the city will mainly depend on volunteers to fund and run the center, which includes duties such as teaching, tutoring and organizing and carrying out events.

“We are very excited to have this finally happening,” said Kelley. “We believe it will be a tremendously successful project and we’re looking forward to strong volunteer support and a lasting impact on our public education. You can’t put a price on that,” said Kelley.
CSU aims to get funds from proposed oil taxing bill

By CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
Staff Writer

The CSU Board of Trustees seeks to amend a proposed bill that would bring financial support back to the CSUs, UCs, and California Community Colleges.

The bill, AB 1326, was proposed in the California Assembly with the goal of creating an oil and gas severance tax on California oil producers in order to fund higher education for public schools. This bill will create the California Higher Education Endowment Corporation (CHEEC) in state government which will then annually give the money gained to all three branches of higher education within the state, according to the AB 1326 bill.

Currently, the California school budget has taken a $500 million dollar cut (see Eric Sanche’s article on Pgs. 1-2), with the possibility of reaching $1 billion in the near future, according to Mike Ullienkamp, spokesperson for the CSU.

CSU Chancellor and Vice President are scheduled to meet on Tuesday May 24, in Sacramento to discuss the matter further.

CSU prepares for future budget cuts

Continued from Pg. 1

The system to deal with such an “all-cuts” budget. According to the plan, the CSU could “wait list” incoming admission applicants for the winter and spring quarters and raise tuition as much as 32 percent, a CSU press release stated.

In a worst case scenario, an estimated 20,000 qualified applicants could be turned away in those two quarters alone. If the additional funding for the CSU proposed by Brown is not part of the finalized budget, CSU executives will have to start considering implementation of the plan, Reed said.

Through the situation is a critical decision point, some students were not aware of how much of an increase in tuition is potentially possible. When informed they found it difficult to even begin to think about how they would cope with as much as $6,450 in tuition to be paid annually.

“I would probably have to move back home,” said CSUSB student Tiffany Aguilar.

Along with Gov. Brown’s tax extensions there are other attempts to preserve some type of funding for California higher education. A bill proposed in the state assembly aims to tax California oil extraction to fund statewide higher education (See Chris Johnson’s article on Pg. 3).

President Obama called for an increase in U.S. domestic production earlier this month, which in conjunction with the bill, could significantly increase state support for the CSU.

Messer makes points on gender diversity

Continued from Pg. 1

“It’s not deviating from the norm, it’s over conformity,” Messner said. He focused on the transitional period of the 80s through the 90s where femininity shifted from movements to being institutionalized.

He gave an example of his sister who was once married to a man that would hit her. Upon calling the cops, she had no physical proof of the abuse. The cops took her husband outside to talk to him and she could hear them all laughing. The next time it happened, his sister left her husband.

Messner stressed that policemen now have protocols for domestic violence which tell them to follow, much thanks to feminist formation.

To prevent gender-based violence, there are multiple organizations that Messner mentioned that work to teach and converse with other boys and men to express diversity, respect and understanding for all people.

One of those organizations that Messner was personally involved in was Men Against Sexual Violence (MASV).

This group put together slide shows with porn and ads that objectify women and showed them to colleges. MASV talked to the men and boys about how porn shapes, in awful ways, their feelings of sexuality, feelings toward women and how it fits in with possible violence towards women.

Today organizations have been increasing all over college campuses that are focused on stopping gender-based biases. UCSMenCARE is one organization that is close to Messner because it is on the campus he currently teaches at.

This particular organization fosters men’s empathy for women and teaches by-stander behavior.

“The vast majority of men do not harm.” Messner said, “But too often are we complicit.”

Messner’s research has established that feminist male activist groups have moved from viewing dominant masculinity as the cause of violence to using dominant masculinity to stop violence.
Atheists deserve tolerance, not hate

The atheists are the most hated group in America, according to a study by the University of Minnesota. If so, this is a sad indictment of the so-called love of diversity in the United States. Minnesota’s study asked its subjects which group doesn’t agree with their vision of American society and which group they would discourage their children from marrying.

Atheists made up nearly 40 percent of the first question and 47.6 percent of the second.

It’s hard to believe that a society known for its diversity and its many different cultures has such an aversion to atheists because of their beliefs.

What this study implies is that Americans are more willing to tolerate someone believing in a different god than the one they believe in rather than someone disbelieving in a supreme being.

This is ridiculous, to say the least, and even heart-breaking.

How can people of faith preach things like respect and love when they treat people differently because of a different belief?

Let me be clear, I was raised Catholic and believe in God, yet I’m appalled by the idea of mistreating someone because he or she is an atheist.

Believing someone is a bad person because he or she is an atheist is no different and just as outrageous as automatically labeling someone due to that person being a particular color or ethnicity.

Here at CSUSB there are religious students and groups around whom I had the chance to speak with about their views of atheists.

Heather Young, president of the Latter Day Saint Association, made it clear that she does her best to be tolerant with everyone, has no problem with atheists and doesn’t automatically assume that we are some sort of hate group,” said Young.

As a Christian I am called to treat people how Jesus treated them. Let me be clear, I was raised Catholic and believe in God, yet I’m appalled by the idea of mistreating someone because he or she is an atheist.

Devout Christian and CSUSB alumnus Jessica Bow- en said, “I don’t think anyone should be treated differently. As a Christian I am called to treat people how Jesus treated people, and he would love an atheist and treat him with respect.”

What should that tell us? Atheism should not be frowned upon here, or in any other country. They shouldn’t be viewed as immoral or untrustworthy or anything in the nature.

According to Gregory S. Paul’s writing in The Journal of Religion & Society “in almost all regards the highly secular democracies consistently enjoy low rates of soci- etal dysfunction, while pro-religious and anti-evolution America performs poorly.”

Secular locations have fewer problems than religious ones according to Paul.

What should that tell us? Anything related to religion should be free from per- secution, and atheism must not be regarded as an excep- tion.

Religious or not, show a bit of tolerance. Don’t judge an atheist or any other belief that you don’t agree with be- fore you learn anything about it.

Some CSUSB fashions need to die

The red carpet in Hollywood is not the only place sporting fashion blunders for all the world to see. Right here at CSUSB you can view some spectacular oversights in fashion.

There are the “Bump-It” hairdos, shredded jeans, Ugg boots with shorts, beanies in the summertime, sagging jeans, and more to draw the ire of the fashion police.

I conducted a mini-poll among students with just one question: “Are there any fashions that you think should die out?”

The one that comes at the top of the list of what not to wear, among these students, is a pair of pants slung so low that you see underwear.

It’s amazing to me that someone would actually position their pants to showcase their underwear. What really is the point of that? Does it keep your temperature cooler or does it just make you cool?

You have seen these guys walking with their legs awkwardly far apart to keep their pants up. It’s really entertaining to see them try to navigate the stairs with that wide stance.

Student Jessica Dalla said she disliked, “men that think it’s cute to let their underwear show and wear their pants below the butt. That is so 1990.”

“The skinny jean thing with gentlemen having their underwear showing is inappropriate,” said student Prince Thompson.

Underwear, now there is a concept that might have es- caped notice. Underwear is meant to go under the clothes; people aren’t supposed to be able to see it.

Student Jennifer Negret felt like the same fashion statement with the basketball shorts showing instead of the underwear needs to disappear too.

Another fashion faux pas that came up, by an anon- ymous student, was see through spandex paired with a thong. Now, I haven’t seen that on campus, only on peo- ple’salt.com.

Other students thought leggings were another point of contention. Fashion-wise they are meant to cover legs on the order of tights, not pants. In other words, whatever is being worn on top should more than cover the booty area. They are not intended to take the place of pants.

Kenny Johnson only had one thing to say about no-no fashion and that was residents wearing their pajamas to class. I have to agree with him; pajamas are not appropri- ate school attire.

One complaint that I was not surprised to hear about was the about Ugg boots. There have been articles written about how much they are hated by men.

Many men think they are unattractive and want to call them “Uggly” boots. They think they are especially un- sightly when paired with shorts.

Now they might have a point about pairing them with shorts. It makes you think of hot smells in the sum- mer time and that can’t be a good fashion statement.

But, I am not ready to give up on my Uggs. When the temperature dips the most important thing to me is keeping warm—not fashion.
Newt Gingrich has recently announced he will in fact run for president in 2012 and if America wants to learn from his mistakes, he should not receive a single vote. Gingrich’s history of unethical decisions is well documented.

He was the first speaker of the House to ever be disciplined because of ethical violations. Not to mention he cheated on not one, but two of his three wives and had no trouble leading the charge to impeach President Bill Clinton for his affair while he was involved in an affair of his own.

Gingrich is quoted as saying, “There’s no question at times of my life, partially driven by how passionately I felt about this country, that I worked far too hard and things happened in my life that were not appropriate,” according to an article in New York Magazine.

This is his explanation of two affairs? Patriotism?

If he had two affairs due to the passion he felt for our country while being speaker of the House, who knows how many affairs are in his future if he’s elected president.

I do, however, think Gingrich can and should run for president. But if he is elected, and history undoubtedly repeats itself, Americans can only blame themselves.

The nation should learn from California. This state has not recently had the best track record for appointing of officials who are ethically sound.

The cities of Bell and Upland according to articles published in the Los Angeles Times, have had multiple city officials who are facing charges that could land them in prison.

The recent news of the hidden child of former California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger can now be added to this list.

The reality is that if voters did a little more homework on the people they are putting into office, many of these situations could have been avoided.

For the city of Upland, you did not need to do much research to smell something fishy. Instead of doing their own investigations of these city officials, voters elected, and then reelected individuals whose offices were later swarming with FBI agents.

When the writing of a politicians past is so blatantly on the wall, and there are so many easily recognizable red flags, why would America ever be willing to take a chance?

It would be great if Gingrich has really changed his ways and is now a different man.

The reality is, however, that his past precedes him and America is in too vulnerable of a place to elect a man to represent our nation who has proven he will willingly lie, deceive, and, ultimately act in a way opposite of the character this country hopes to regain.

Rebuilding America starts with the voters recognizing that they hold the power to choose who leads us into the future.

A vote for Gingrich is a vote in the wrong direction.
Chip in for ASRL's "Stand Up for Fathers" campaign

The newly elected Associated Student Body Inc. President Aaron Jimenez took time out of his busy schedule to sit down and discuss his upcoming presidency. "I want to be a president that everyone can talk to. If they have questions, concerns or feel like something is going wrong, I want to be approachable," said Jimenez.

Jimenez feels the key to being a successful ASI president is being able to listen to students. He stressed the importance of knowing what the students want, what they don’t want, getting the answers and working from there.

In addition to being able to listen, Jimenez explained other key elements of being president is having the ability to talk to faculty and staff and being able to collaborate with other student leaders. One of his main goals as president is not only to collaborate with other student leaders but to also collaborate with other departments on campus as a whole.

For example, ASI and program board working together on events; Jimenez believes he can and should be the middle-man to communicate between the various departments.

"ASI is small, and we need to get bigger," said Jimenez. "Not a lot of students know what ASI does and everything that it provides." As president, Jimenez plans on changing that.

Jimenez feels that there needs to be more on campus because many students view CSUSB as unexciting in general. "There has to be something to plug students into the campus and make them feel proud to be a Coyote," said Jimenez.

He admitted that when choosing prospective colleges, CSUSB was not his first choice, but once he came on campus and got involved in his fraternity and ASI, he gained an overwhelming sense of school spirit and pride.

In addition to being elected ASI president, Jimenez has recently been elected as president of his fraternity, Sigma Chi. He claims that many have expressed concern by him adding so much on his plate for the upcoming year, but said, "I have been preparing for it and I know I can handle it.

Jimenez said that the thought of being ASI president first crossed his mind when he visited CSUSB for his freshman orientation.

In the past three years at CSUSB, Jimenez has been on the finance committee and the Club Allocation Budget committee.

He has represented the College of Business and Public Administration on the Board of Directors and was Vice President of Finance. To say that Jimenez has experience and qualification for the position is an understatement.

Jimenez knows that there will be obstacles along the way but believes as long as there is a well-rounded board and good communication amongst the executive team they will be able to overcome any obstacle.

An inevitable obstacle ASI will face is budget cuts. Jimenez said that a lot of programs have already been cut and acknowledge the fact that it is going to be hard to work with a tight budget.

However, Jimenez doesn’t seem too worried. "You don’t need to spend a lot of money to get school spirit. We should be focusing on the attendance of an event rather than the cost of an event," said Jimenez.

Jimenez says he is extremely excited to begin his presidency July 1.

For the ASI Vice President turn to Pg. 9

Land the next job interview with the right sense of style

The clothes that you wear for your next job interview could make the difference between getting hired or being turned down. CSUSB students learned useful tips at the "Suit Up Fashion Show: How to Brand Your Professional Self."

There is no excuse for not having the right things to wear according to the host of the fashion show. As long as you pay attention to detail and take the interview seriously nobody will be able to tell if you’re wearing a department store or one that was purchased at a thrift store.

It’s acceptable to wear jewelry as long as it’s conservative and doesn’t make a large statement of already established wealth. Jewelry that seems too expensive could send the interviewer the message that you already have money and do not need the job.

For women, wearing extravagant accessories and provocative clothing can take the attention away from your qualifications for the job and shift the focus away from your interview.

Light makeup and perfume are preferred so the interviewer is not overwhelmed by the colors of your makeup or the strength of your fragrance.

Both men and women should always make sure that your nails and eyebrows are neatly groomed before you go to an interview because according to the host’s tips it reflects on you and your personality and Continued on Pg. 9

Coyotes stand up for single dads

The students in the class have spent the quarter providing useful PR work to help heighten awareness for the foundation and its cause. "Last year we raised $6,000," said student Emily Greningren. "This year our goal is to raise $10,000 and add 1,000 e-mails to the foundation’s database so that they can reach out to more people and keep them informed of recent events and fund-raisers."

For families whose children are stricken with a catastrophic illness there are many costs that come with the battle that lies ahead of them. The costs include sleepless nights filled with worry and anxiety.

The costs also includes the fear of losing a child and watching the suffering that comes along with the battle of treating the disease or ailment.

And sadly, for some, the ultimate cost is losing a beloved child. For all families who are put in such a situation the last thing they want to have to agonize about is how they will pay rent or buy groceries.

Yet, for many families the economic burden can become completely overwhelming, especially in cases involving single parents.

These families are faced with harsh financial realities and put into situations ranging from foreclosures of their homes, evictions, utilities being disconnected, or repossession of the family car.

"The foundation provides more relief to single mothers, since most single families only consist of a mother," explained student Derek Albertsen.

"But the single fathers are out there, and we feel they are an understated demographic."
Make a suitable fashion statement for your future

Continued from Pg. 7

it’s something that many interviewers pay close attention to.

Student Brenda Yasmin Luis said that after the fashion show she now sees shopping differently and is able to recognize the appropriate attire for interviews. Luis also admitted that she is now going to be more aware of her nails, jewelry and the fitting of her clothes. “I will put myself in the employer’s shoes and ask would I promote myself?”

“The fashion show was definitely worth my time because I got a better sense of style and now I know the do’s and don’ts,” said student Heidi Panichello.

She also acknowledged that future fashion shows can help students to keep updated with trends.

Men should wear a suit, long sleeved shirt, tie, dark shoes and should always wear a belt in order to avoid wardrobe malfunctions.

Nordstrom Regional Recruiter Brian Vincus said, “Dress appropriate for your age and style, what you are wearing should reflect that you have a genuine interest for the job and that you have respect for the interviewer’s time.”

Vincus also added that Nordstrom provides wardrobe advice for those who call and make appointments.

Before you dress for the interview the fashion show panelists recommended that you know your audience by researching the culture and background of the company that you are interviewing for.

This will give you a better sense of how much creativity is acceptable and the type of clothes you should wear.

What’s essentially important is that you feel comfortable with what you are wearing and the way you look, and remember that the personality you reflect is more important than the price tag.

Get a feel for a classic diner at Village Grille in downtown Claremont with Cheban Dinger

With a taste of a simpler time, The Village Grille in downtown Claremont is the place to get your fix for great food and that classic diner feel.

The restaurant opened in the summer of 1949 on the corner of Yale and Indian Hill in historic downtown Claremont.

The restaurant is frequented by all walks of life: college students, biker crews and senior citizens who meet there weekly for a book reading and coffee.

“I have had many study sessions here with a giant plate of pancakes during finals week. The food is awesome, and cheap. Which is good because I am a poor college student,” said Larry Richman.

With a wide range of choices, The Village Grille has something that will please even the most particular of pallets.

“For me it’s difficult to find a place that has vegetarian options, but I love the veggie sandwich and the vegan veggie sandwiches are both pretty bomb,” said Jessica Willard.

The mix of generations creates interesting conversations with guests interacting over breakfast. I overheard a discussion between an older gentleman with a college student over gas prices.

The term “whippersnapper” was thrown around a few times when the gentleman was explaining how kids these days don’t appreciate the little things anymore.

“Oh come on son, you young whippersnappers don’t even know the value of a dollar these days,” said the older gentleman.

ASRL foundation helping local families to stay together

Continued from Pg. 7

raising children under the age of 18.

The wristbands, which sold for $2, are embroidered with three simple words; strength, honor, love.

“We as a class picked these words because we felt these where the qualities that single fathers exhibit while they are struggling to care for a sick child and at the same time supporting their family,” said CSUSB student Eddie Hahn.

The foundation was founded by Valerie Sobel who is also too familiar with the stress and heartache of having a child diagnosed with a terminal illness.

Her teenage son, Andre, died from a malignant brain tumor in 1995. One year later her grief-stricken husband, Erwin, took his own life.

Reflecting upon the loss of her child she realized that she was fortunate to have the financial means to care for her son and her family, while also being able to be by his side for the entire time during his illness.

Through her ordeal she was saddened to see too many single parents not given the same opportunity she had.

Sobel started ASRL to help respond to the financial needs of single parents to allow them to remain by the side of their child and comfort them.

Starting in California, the foundation has expanded nationally in 24 states, and is affiliated with 12 pediatric hospitals.

In ten years it has provided $4 million in assistance to 11,300 families in need of their help. Fifty seven percent of the funds raised goes to help families stop foreclosures and evictions from their homes.

Besides helping families with their housing situations, the foundation also provides help with various things such as airplane tickets for grandparents to come and help their family, wigs for teenagers receiving chemotherapy treatment, paying for sibling activities such as ballet or sports, alternative therapy or burial costs.

Within 24-hours of being asked to help by social workers at children’s hospitals affiliated with the ASRL, families are given the financial assistance that they desperately need.

“It’s a noble cause and we’re proud to be apart of it,” expressed student Rebekah Bailey.

Besides selling wristbands on Thursdays, the Comm 442 class will also be putting on a charity auction at a date to be announced later.

And on June 2 they will be putting on a fundraiser at Logan’s Roadhouse Round-up from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. For more information on both events contact Dr. Sheila at astridi@csusb.edu.

For information on the Andre Sobel Rice of Life Foundation go to andretriceoflife.org or call Anne Swire at (909) 626-0222 or (240) 994-4183.
CSUSB has a new ASI vice president. Marlena Villar will immediately begin her official duties as a vice president starting Fall 2011 quarter. Villar is currently a junior double majoring in Psychology and English, aiming to work in fields of family or marriage counseling. She hopes to graduate with her bachelor’s in the winter of 2012, and then would like to go on to pursue her Masters at UCLA.

Villar is also a member of the Kappa Delta Sorority and is also in a Greek Honor Society called Roh Lambda which is involved in doing different community service. Intertwining with her Psychology major, she is also in the Psychology club. Villar believes she is well suited to be the vice president of ASI for the reasons that she would rather give back instead of holding in what she has. She would agree that she has an outgoing personality, enough to help others and she is very selfless.

Her determination toward obtaining her position drives her to work hard and put forth her whole heart into being one of the best in the administration. She finds this position exciting and is ready to take on the challenges and opportunities that lay ahead of her.

Her decision to pursue a position in ASI wasn’t about the politics, it was about serving students and giving back to them. The position simply intrigues her and she feels this is her calling. Villar has set many goals for herself as the new vice president of ASI.

She hopes to have the ASI table out at least once every month and have brochures explaining what ASI is all about, even have applications ready for students if they are interested, giving them the opportunity to sign up and have the chance like she has had. She says she wants students to be more aware of who the officers are, since they are the one serving the students, and it’s really important to have a relationship between the two.

Wanting to get to know the students rather than having them simply acknowledge her as vice president is something she also strives for. She wants student to not just see this campus as just a commuter campus as their home; it isn’t just a school students come and go from, they live here too.

Despite shadowing the previous vice president since receiving this new position, she says she wants to improve her public speaking skills and build even more confidence. She believes it’s a bit harder since people tend to stereotype the “sorority girl” in a negative light, but she says she is optimistic that she’ll break free from that by going out and actually getting to know the students more. Together as president and vice president, Aaron Jimenez and Villar want to go above and beyond. They are passionate about having more school spirit, even if it’s just games or painting faces.

“Some people tend to downgrade San Bernardino, so we want to build it up, and want other students to see the pride that we have in this campus.”

Marlena Villar, 2011-2012 ASI Vice President

Villar will work with ASI President Jimenez to establish more school spirit. She believes that CSUSB has a lot to offer.
Horns sounding and drums pounding at CSUSB

By ADRIENE MOORE
Staff Writer

A sweet melodic sound carried across campus on a Saturday evening, much to the delight of many in attendance including myself. May 21, The CSUSB Jazz Ensemble played host to the RCC Jazz Ensemble and award winning jazz quartet, Poem, at CSUSB’s first annual Jazz Fest. The festival featured the jazz ensemble from Riverside Community College (RCC) first, CSUSB’s Jazz Ensemble second and Poem for the finale.

Peter Erskine, the legendary drummer from Poem, had a special number for each group’s performance in which he played the drums.

The RCC Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Charlie Richard, was the first to perform and was quite an opener to the festival. Their songs were met by an eager crowd and their delivery was flawless.

When Erskine took the stage to duet with the group, he exchanged smiles with other musicians who also had solos in the number. During his own solo he looked lost in his music, then he smiled and gave his nod of approval when he was ready for the ensemble to join back in.

After a quick warm-up RCC was ready to perform their final number and my personal favorite, “Minuano.”

This number featured high notes from the brass sections and energetic solos from the trumpets. It took all I could not to stand and cheer, I was so excited.

The CSUSB Jazz Ensemble, directed by Dr. Robert Knop, was equally exciting, performing “Greenpiece,” “Prince of Darkness,” and “Too Close for Comfort,” which Erskine played the drums for.

My favorite piece from the CSUSB Jazz Ensemble was “The First Circle.” I first heard it at their rehearsal and it was even better than ever festival night.

Erskine took the stage for the second time and while he soloed, I found it almost impossible to look away to jot down my notes; it was that mesmerizing.

The crowd was well behaved and appreciative throughout the whole festival. Every soloist was greeted with an energetic round of applause.

The CSUSB Jazz Ensemble came to be in 2004 when Dr. Robert Knop was invited to be the director. Over the years, the festival has been performing at different competitions and that practice definite- ly paid off.

The main event of the night, Poem, did not disappoint an eager crowd when they performed and was well worth the wait. Hopefully the Jazz Fest will fulfill Dr. Knop’s wish and make San Bernardino a destination for Jazz.
Glee star takes a break for new album

By RENEE ETCHEBERRIA
Staff Writer

Matthew Morrison took a well-deserved summer leave from the Glee Club to release his self-titled album on May 10. Morrison’s solo album is jam-packed with star-studded duets. He collaborates with just the right people to make this album a hit, including both original songs and covers.

The world renowned Sir Elton John harmonizes with Morrison on “Mona Lisa,” Mad Hatters/Rocket Man” to create a song that can easily be listened to more than once. It is a mix of some of John’s most well known songs.

One of the tracks that Morrison expressed as one of his favorites is his pairing with Gwyneth Paltrow on “Somewhere in the Rain,” and most recently his role as Mr. Schuster on Fox’s hit show “Glee.”

“Glee” has become one of the top entertainment shows on television, creating a built-in fan base for Morrison.

According to an article in People magazine, Morrison expressed that he wanted to stay away from creating just another “Glee” album. However, a majority of the tracks have strong harmonies and familiar background singing that give it the very vibe he was trying to avoid.

Although some songs show originality, Morrison does showcase his Broadway voice on the选录 of many “Glee” ballads.

Along with the debut of his album, Morrison also announced a 22-date U.S. tour, which followed his recent announcement that he postponed to be the opening act for the upcoming New Kids on the Block/Backstreet Boys tour.

“This was an opportunity I couldn’t pass up,” said Morrison to Billboard.com.

Over the years, the fest has grown from just a few bands and artists, to a plethora of different events like film, workshops, exhibits and organized bike rides.

The festival will be spread throughout the labyrinthine streets of downtown Riverside, with local coffee shop Back to the Grind, art and music spot Division 9 Gallery, and non-profit multimedia space Blood-Orange Infoshop serving as the three main venues.

Local musical acts will still be among the main staples of the fest with Naive Thieves, Summer Twins, French Exit and Turkish Techno among the relatively notable acts that will be playing.

Also happening during the fest will be the Riverside DIY Print Fest at the Metropolitan Museum. The fest is open to anyone interested in the awesome and exciting world of screen printing, zine making and self-publishing among other things.

The entire fest is open to all ages and mostly cost-free, which reflects the true DIY philosophy of the event.

For more information, visit their website at saturationfest.org
The upcoming summer season is set to become one of the best in years for movie fans. There are as many as 20 highly anticipated movies coming out this summer, with a diverse range of genres including action, comedy and drama.

“Transformers: Dark of the Moon” is the third installment of the Transformers series. In this film the Autobots learn of a Cybertronic spacecraft that is hidden in the moon. The Autobots must learn its secrets before the Decepticons do. The fate of the world is once again in the semi-capable hands of Shia LaBeouf’s character Sam Witwicky, the US Military and the Autobots.

The expected release date for this exciting sequel is July 1 in 2D, 3D and IMAX.

“X-Men: First Class” is the fifth X-Men movie. If you are familiar with the first three X-Men films, you know that they did a good job of following suit with the comic books.

The fourth movie, “X-Men Origins,” tells the back story of Wolverine’s character. This fifth installment follows the same pattern by giving us the back story of Professor X and Magneto, among other characters.

The movie tells the story of how Charles Xavier starts the school and the X-Men team and also how Erik Lehnsherr, better known as Magneto, becomes the Professor’s arch-enemy. “X-Men: First Class” is set to be released June 3.

Also in the superhero category is “The Green Lantern,” a movie derived from the popular DC comic book. It is about the Green Lantern Corps who are protectors of peace and justice in the Universe.

When a new enemy, Parallax, threatens to destroy this balance of power, the Green Lantern Corps is forced to resort to drastic measures and place the fate of the world in the hands of their first human recruit. His name is Hal Jordan, played by Ryan Reynolds.

You can see “The Green Lantern” in theaters on June 17.

If comedy is your preference you should go check out “The Hangover Part II.” If you thought “The Hangover” was funny you are going to think this sequel is absolutely hilarious.

This movie takes place in Thailand for Stu’s wedding. Stu (Ed Helms) only wanted to have a pre-wedding brunch, but just like their adventures in Vegas, this trip also leaves this group of friends with a cloudy memory of the events of the night before.

This side-splitting movie’s expected release date is May 26.

In the first “Kung Fu Panda,” Po was training to become the Dragon Warrior who would protect the Valley of Peace. In “Kung Fu Panda 2” Po does just that. He protects the Valley of Peace with his friends, the Furious Five. But all their hard work is put to the test when a new villain comes into the scene with plans to conquer China and destroy Kung Fu.

Po must discover the secrets of his origins to be able to obtain the strength he needs to defeat this new villain. “Kung Fu Panda 2” is expected to be released May 26.

Whether your taste is family, exciting action, or bone-crushing special effects, this summer has everything you want.
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Coyote Jock Talk

By ANNETTE VERDEJO
Staff Writer

Despite the lack of snow in the mountains, season pass holders and locals are still enjoying all of what Bear Mountain has to offer.

The snow has melted and all the snowboarders have put away their gear for the summer and have turned to other sports to help pass the time until the resorts open up again. But there is still use for your 2010-2011 Dual Mountain Season Pass.

Snow Summit and Bear Mountain will be offering golf, hiking, mountain biking and scenic sky chair rides. Both resorts are open for spring and summer events.

For those of you that love to hike, this is the place to do it at. You might be worried about having to hike all the way up the mountain, but you don’t! You simply pay your fee and are able to ride the chair lift, which has breath-taking views of the lovely San Bernardino mountain range. When you reach the top, you exit the lift and enjoy your hike down the mountain.

“I always get a season pass to Bear Mountain in the winter because it’s totally worth the price if you go snowboarding a lot,” said Trevor Jackson, a resident of Big Bear. “Then you can still use it all summer to go golfing or hiking.”

Bear Mountain has a nine-hole golf course and driving range. They also offer lessons and equipment rentals.

The golf course at Bear Mountain features a deal called the Penny-a-Stoke beer deal for those of you Coyotes that are 21 and over. The offer also applies to soda. “It’s a par 35 for 9-holes so if your score is 109 you pay $1.09 for your drink,” as stated by snowsummit.com

If mountain biking is more your thing, you can strap your bike to your car and head up the hill for some great trail rides.

Only cross-country style bikes are permitted on the Scenic Sky Chair. No downhill specific bikes will be transported.

Fees for the ski chair and for a scenic roundtrip ride with no bicycle is $12 for adults 13 and up, and $6 for children 7 to 12 years old. As always children six years and younger are free with a paying adult.

For a one way ride without a bike it is $8 for an adult and $5 for a child. For a one way with a bike, the price is the same as roundtrip without a bicycle. An all day pass with a bike is $25 for adults and $15 for children.

SoCal teams sweatin’ into dog days of summer

By MACKENZIE VON KLEIST
Staff Writer

As the heat starts to crank up, so are Western Divisions for MLB local teams: the Los Angeles Dodgers, Los Angeles Angels and San Diego Padres.

Angels are currently tied for first in the American League West Division and doing it with a young core of rookies. Starting pitcher, and Redlands native, Tyler Chatwood and reliever Jordan Walden are earning their halos.

“I think the season is going well so far,” said student Mike Perez, an Angels fan. “They have a few players that are pretty young but have done a lot for their success including their 23-year-old center fielder Peter Bourjos. The season looks promising.”

The only problem they seem to be facing this season is a lack of power and consistency on offense.

One of the Angels main power hitters Kendrys Morales has been out since May of last year from an embarrassing break of his leg due to celebrating a home run and landing wrong at home plate.

Although the Angels are doing well in their division, the Dodgers are not looking too hot currently in third place in the National League West Division playing less than .500 ball so far this season.

With the McCourts, the family that owns the Dodgers, not being able to make payroll in May, the league itself has decided to maintain leadership of the team.

“I think they are not performing to their expectations at all this season,” said student Nick Stark, a Dodgers fan. “They have a really good, young team with a lot of talent but I think their playing is distracted with what’s going on with the ownership situation and the baseball commissioner taking over their daily operations.”

The San Diego Padres aren’t helping their local MLB fan base by placing last in the NL West with a record less than .500.

Having a good manager like Bud Black hasn’t helped them this season due to trading away some of their best players and losing other solid talent to free agency.

Adrian Gonzalez was traded to Boston for three prospects, right handed pitcher Casey Kelly, first basemen Anthony Rizzo, and outfielder Reymond Fuentes. They are all still just prospects and only time will tell if the Padres will see any real value for not keeping Gonzalez.

With more than half the season left and the dog days of summer still ahead, hopefully these three local teams can push through and give Southern California something to root for.
By BRITTANY SHAW
Staff Writer

The old saying goes “you play ball like a girl,” but maybe it’s not such a bad thing.

To the naked eye it looks like softball pitchers are more durable than baseball pitchers.

Softball pitchers are able to pitch games on back to back days or even multiple games in a day.

Softball has more of a natural underhand throw; the pitchers go over their head and back around kind of like they are bowling.

Baseball pitchers go over the top of their head with their pitching arm and down with the snap of their wrist, which is very bad on your shoulder and elbow.

Although softball is bad on the shoulder as well, it’s a more natural pitching style than baseball.

Softball and baseball have so much in common that it seems so natural to think that they are the same, but looking deeper into the heart of it will show you just how different it truly is.

But the biggest thing that makes these two similar sports so different is the way the ball is delivered.

Differences lie in many areas such as field size, bat differences, differences in innings, and many more. The area that is most different though is the pitching.

When looking at the differences between pitching we find the most obvious first, the size of the ball. A softball is much bigger and softer than a baseball.

Pitching areas are different as well. Baseball has a pitching mound that is raised above the playing field that the pitcher throws from while softball pitchers pitch at a level ground.

The distance is also different from the pitching area to home plate.

Softball pitchers deliver the ball in an underhand motion; while baseball pitchers throw overhand or even a side armed motion if they choose.

The overhand motion is extremely hard on the baseball players elbow and shoulder while the softball pitcher does not have this same problem because of the more natural underhand motion.

“A world class female pitcher who throws a 68 mph pitch released at 38 ft. would allow the hitter .381 of a second to react, which equates to a 95 MPH pitch in baseball,” said Dave Paekau, a hitting coach with the Canadian Women’s National Softball team.

In baseball, pitchers don’t pitch two nights in a row because the act of starting a game and pitching the standard 5-8 innings, is extremely straining on their arm.

Most starting pitchers in baseball don’t pitch two nights in a row because it’s very dangerous to the arm as well as the fatigue is very tiresome, and that would make them ineffective in the second game.

Tommy John was a former left handed pitcher in Major League Baseball. He was the first one to have ulnar collateral liga- ment reconstruction surgery, an operation that was later named after him.

After this surgery John came back stronger than ever. With recent medical advancements, when a player has this surgery it does not mean that their career is over, in fact sometimes it means that they will come back stronger.

Tommy John is replacing a ligament in the medial elbow with a tendon from somewhere else in your body.

While softball pitchers are not as injury-prone as baseball pitchers, they can still suffer overuse injuries if the proper precautions are not taken.

Softball pitchers are rarely switched in the middle of the game. Usually they are expected to pitch every inning, which can be very harmful to their arm.

---

NFL team owners in court continue to lose fan support

By JOVANI GAMA
Asst. Sports Editor

Standing at the doorstep of the upcoming NFL Season, fans and players still find themselves locked out.

The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled May 15 that the emergency stay given last month that kept the lockout in place will remain, at least until a final ruling is issued.

This decision blocked an order given last week by U.S. District Judge Susan Nelson to lift the lockout.

The final ruling won’t come until at least late June after both sides in the Brady v. NFL antitrust lawsuit present their case to the 8th Circuit in St. Louis.
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The search for a first National Championship for CSUSB continues.

The roller coaster of a dream came to an end this season for the CSUSB women’s softball team.

The Lady Coyotes traveled to La Jolla to face CCAA division rival, UC San Diego (UCSD) Tritons. Falling to the Tritons Friday and Saturday keeps the Coyotes from advancing to the NCAA Finals.

Errors cost CSUSB Friday’s game as they fell to UCSD 3 to 1. All three runs came in the third inning from a couple of errors and a base hit. The Coyotes couldn’t bounce back from the inning and were only able to scratch one run off of Stefanie Pace’s second home run of the season in the sixth inning.

Saturday’s game on the other hand was heart breaking and unexpected as UCSD rallied back in the seventh inning to crush CSUSB’s dream and beat them for the second consecutive day, 3 to 1. Everything looked to be going the ‘Yotes’ way until the end.

Cassidy Lee took the mound for the fifth straight NCAA game and had a one-hitter (including 16 straight batters retired), up until the seventh inning.

The Coyotes cannot hold their heads down, as they battled in Hawaii beating the NCAA defending champs (Hawaii Pacific) and Sonoma State twice. This is the first time the girls have made it to the Division II West Super Regional.

“Tacy, you’re a tough person to lose, but we’ll keep battling,” said Coach Duncan.

CSUSB has only three seniors, and the remainder of the pack will be back next year in hopes of getting over the next hump. Cassidy Lee, Priscilla Curiel and Jacquelyn Holtzclaw will be graduating but have set a good foundation for the future of CSUSB women’s softball.

Coach Duncan wanted to add that she couldn’t have done anything without the help of her coaching staff that was great all year long, which helped her make this amazing and historic run.

CSUSB had only 13 players which made them a close and fun squad.

Duncan concluded that it helps being a small close group because everyone got a lot of playing time and at-bats and they did great with the small amount that they had.